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GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
SPARKLING MOSCATO
Gemma di Luna is a unique premium sparkling wine created to elevate the Moscato experience, one of today’s hottest varietals. Italy’s New
Gem, with its broadly appealing taste profile, fully sparkling style and distinctive bottle design in a miniature single serve size is breaking
down barriers and biases in the wine space and quenching consumers insatiable thirst for discovery with a relevant and purposeful product.
A fun and refreshing bubbly with a generous fluffy mousse. The wine opens with sweet aromas of candied rose petals and peach gummies
which give way to plenty of grapey moscato character and a vibrant acidity. A sweet, unfussy wine perfect for patio sipping.

VARIETAL MIX: 100% Moscato
AREA OF PRODUCTION: Piemonte
ALCOHOL CONTENT: 7.5%
SUGAR: 16 g/l

SPARKLING ROSÈ OF PINOT GRIGIO
VOGA Sparkling Rosè of Pinot Grigio unites three hot trends in one stylish bottle: the #1 imported varietal, Pinot Grigio, with a Pink
format, and in a festive Sparkling style giving todays wine consumers the ability to make any occasion a celebration with an innovative
Italian sparkler that reflects their ever evolving lifestyle and personal sense of style.
This sparkling wine pours the color of a sunset with vivacious bubbles. The palate reveals a full bodied fruitiness that includes the flavors
of ripe orange, lime, pear and grapefruit with a tickling carbonation and a bright crisp finish.

VARIETAL MIX: 100% Pinot Grigio
AREA OF PRODUCTION: delle Venezie
ALCOHOL CONTENT: 11%
SUGAR: 12 g/l

MOSCATO
VOGA Italia offers Moscato lovers the opportunity to experience a true Italian Moscato from a brand that reflects their individual sense
of style. As the #1 imported wines in the U.S., consumers look to Italy for quality offerings and recognize Italy for producing
consistently great Moscato. With astronomical year on year sales increases wine drinkers are showing Moscato big love and with its
miniature single serve size Baby VOGA Moscato is the perfect way for Moscato lovers to enjoy their favorite wine in any setting.
With vibrant fresh citrus, apricot and grape flavors, fruit forward aromas and a delightful frizzante character VOGA Moscato is absolute
refreshment in a bottle.

VARIETAL MIX: 100% Moscato
AREA OF PRODUCTION: Pavia
ALCOHOL CONTENT: 7.5%
ACIDITY: 6.7 g/l
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